SECTION B-B

SECTION A-A

GENERAL NOTES:
1. Absorption panels are finished from 22 ga. perforated steel with 0.125" holes on 0.5" staggered centers.
2. Panel fill is non-combustible, sound absorbing fiberglass.
3. Panels are supplied with continuous 18 ga. top 2" and bottom 2"-channel for mounting panels to existing wall/ceiling. Anchoring hardware varies based on existing wall construction.
4. Finish: Panels are available with 4 top polyester powder coating or unfinished 0-80 sprayed galvanized coating. Std. paint color is RAL-9003 (Std. White). Additional colors are available and can be selected by architect/customer from standard color chart supplied by Noise Barriers, LLC.

COLOR TO BE: __________________________